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About us

About us

Sustainable Table is a young
and innovative not-for-profit
organisation that makes
sustainable and ethical
eating easy.
Up to 60% of our eco-footprint is embedded
in the food we buy, so we perform a vital role
in empowering Australians to reduce their
environmental impact.
We do this by educating Australians about
the environmental and ethical impacts of our
food choices - unpacking the workings of our
food system - and empowering people to make
changes to their shopping and consumption
habits through easily accessible information
resources, tools and events.
Globally, we support projects in developing
communities that help to restore the natural
environment and improve food security.

Key activities

Key activities

Much of the 2014 - 2015
financial year was dedicated
to strategic development
and grant finding.
The organisation faced a period of financial
instability during the May 2014 - June 2015
period. This saw a sharp reduction in employee
numbers and key activities that we were able to
undertake. As such, the primary focus during this
period was on securing vital funding.
We also developed and launched two
educational eBooks for sale, delivered our annual
behaviour change campaign Give a Fork! and
delivered a number of public and corporate
workshops.

Key activities

Corporate Partnerships
ecostore

ecostore has been a long-term supporter of
Sustainable Table and became the major sponsor
of The Clever Cook eBook, which was designed to
help people to reduce food and packaging waste
at home.

REA Group Australia

At the close of the 2015 financial year
Sustainable Table went into partnership with the
REA Group Australia to deliver sustainable living
content for their blog, as well as write local food
profiles for the Neighbourhoods section of their
websute, realestate.com.au. Sustainable Table is
thrilled to be working with them throughout the
2016 financial year.

ecostore sponsored
our eBook
The Clever Cook

REA Group sponsored us
to deliver a Sustainable
Living Blog Series

Morris Family Foundation
Donation
The Morris Family Foundation became a major
philanthropic supporter of our 2016 Give a Fork!
campaign. Give a Fork! is our annual campaign
raising awareness of the environment, ethical
and social impact of our food sytem. In 2016,
Give a Fork! will adopt a two-pronged approach:
1. Dine Out: Participating restaurants all over
Australia will develop a Give a Fork! special for
the month of April, with a portion of sales from
this special donated to Sustainable Table.
2. Eco Challenge: Australians will be encouraged
to adopt an eco challenge for the month of April.
There will be 3 eco challanges to choose from
and participants will receive e-communications
to guide them through the month.

The Morris Family
Foundation provided
funding to enable us to
countinue our annual
behaviour change
campaign, Give a Fork!

Key activities

Workshops, Events & Film
Screenings
Our Give a Fork! corporate engagement
workshop is a joint initiative from Sustainable
Table and our friends at Pot & Pan Culinary
Tailoring, Sam and Celeste Gant. The best
way to encourage people to buy into a more
sustainable food system is to lead by example
and present them with a menu that is too
damn delicious to ignore. That’s why we offer
three dining packages designed to be shared
amongst colleagues. All ingredients are from
organic and small-scale, local producers and
the dining experience is complemented with
an engaging and educational presentation from
the Sustainable Table team. Staff receive a
FREE EBOOK following the event to help them
embrace a more sustainable lifestyle at home.

Dimension Data

9th December 2014
Dimension Data is a global leader in the provision
and management of specialist IT infrastructure
solutions and services. We delivered our Give a
Fork! Corporate Workshop to 25 attendees as
part of a lunchtime session.

REA Group

13th May 2015
REA is Australia’s leading real estate group. We
delivered our Give a Fork! Corporate Workshop
to 55 attendees as part of a lunchtime session.

Frankston Food Access Network

13th November 2014
A free community event supported by
Frankston City Council. We screened our short
documentary Waste Deep and discussed how
each of us can reduce food and packaging waste
in our own homes. This film night was delivered
to 30 attendees.

200

workshop attendees in total

“Thanks so much for
today, we are really
happy with how the
session went and
have had some good
feedback already.
The lunches were
delicious as well!”
Cherie, Dimension Data

“The Give a Fork!
lunch at REA Group
really widened our
eyes to opportunities
to reduce waste.
Everyone walked
away with some tips
for how they can
reduce their own
food waste.”
Jess, Sustainability Manager,
REA Group

Key activities

Workshops, Events & Film
Screenings cont’d
Keynote speaker at launch of Geelong
Sustainable Living Festival

20th February 2015
Sustainable Table’s co-founder Cassie Duncan
was the keynote speaker to launch Geelong’s
Smarter Living Big Weekend as part of the
Sustainable Living Festival.
This included a screening of Waste Deep and
a discussion about how we could all transition
towards waste free living and ethical eating.
Cassie discussed why waste is such a huge issue
and the practical tips and tricks she has picked up
along the way, which has seen her dramatically
reduce the amount of food and packaging waste
her family creates.

“Waste Deep hit at
the very essence of
sustainability and the
messaging was very
simple, personal and
something everyday
people could utilise.”
Sam Smith,
Future Proofing Geelong

3000 Acres Film Screening

26th March 2015
A free community event where we
screened our short documentary Waste
Deep and discussed sustainable living tips
with attendees. 30 attendees in total. All
proceeds directly supported Sustainable
Table’s education work.

Key activities

1
fundraising event delivered
Eat. Pay. Love. 4th September 2014

A special fundraising event held at the Mark
Tuckey showrooms in Melbourne. Invitees
included Sustainable Table subscribers, donors,
board members and other notable supporters. A
roving feast of local food was supplied by
Pot and Pan Culinary Tailoring and wine was
generously donated by Fowles Wine. A range
of items and experiences were offered via a live
auction on the evening.

100

attendees

$5,000

in kind support (auction
prizes, beverages, venue hire,
auctioneering)

Revenue from fundraising
event:

$7,952

Key activities

Communications
Top 5 blog posts:
1. Why are some people drinking bath
milk
2. 15 ways to reduce plastic in your life
3. A Christmas of ‘Surprise, there’s no
meat in this!’
4. Eco Mama Cass - dirty nappies and
exhausted resources: the modern day
dilemma of bearing children
5. So you know - reducing food waste
by knowing the difference between
best before and use-by dates

18.4K

total views of our short
documentary Waste Deep,
up by 4,000 views from last
financial year

7,500

total Facebook Fans

5,000

total Twitter Followers

317,300

Total pageviews on the
website

120,800

Total users on the website

Key activities

Behaviour Change Campaign

Give a Fork! 2014
October 2014
Give a Fork! is our annual campaign aimed at
bringing about positive change through the
food we eat. In 2014 the focus was on food and
packaging waste and participants were asked to
host a themed meal for their friends, family or
colleagues and raise funds to support Sustainable
Table in building a fair food future.
Participants were provided with a free ebook
detailing how to host and providing valuable
behaviour change information. Restaurants
also participated by developing a waste-free
special for the month of October. For a complete
evaluation, see Appendix.

20

restaurants and cafes participated
Examples of participating restaurants:

106

dinner parties signed up all
over Australia

1,000

number of attendees across
all dinner parties

Total funds raised:

$7,873

Key activities

2
eBooks developed &
launched for sale

The Good Fish Book

Released 14th April 2015
A digital eBook aimed at helping people source
and cook with sustainable seafood. The eBook
features information on the fishing industry,
what makes seafood sustainable or not, shopping
guides and tips and over 20 recipes.
See here for more info

1
ecostore was the
major sponsor of
The Clever Cook eBook

97

copies of The Clever Cook
sold between
7 June - 30 June 2015

The Clever Cook

Released 7th June 2015
A digital eBook aimed at helping people reduce
their kitchen waste. The eBook features over
60 waste-free recipes plus information about
the enviromental impact of food and packaging
waste, shopping tips, waste-free living tips,
guides, a week-long meal plan, food storage
information and more.
See here for more info

Revenue from eBook sales:

$2,052
between 14 April 2015 and
30 June 2015

$675

raised from the sale of
The Clever Cook between
7 June - 30 June 2015

97

copies of The Good Fish Book
sold between
14 April - 30 June 2015

$1,3771

raised from the sale of
The Good Fish Book
between
14 April - 30 June 2015

The Good Fish Book
A tasty guide to sustainable seafood

22 seafood &
vegetarian recipes
to tantalise your
tastebuds!

Designed by
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Our favourite species

Our favourite species
Here are 9 seafood choices you can make that’ll make a world of difference to the
issues surrounding our marine environment. We’ve combined information from the
AMCS, Australian government data, GoodFishBadFish and Marine Research Fellow
John Ford (The University of Melbourne) and identified these species for their ability
to replenish their populations quickly, their healthy stock levels, and for the lessdamaging methods used to harvest them.

AUSTRALIAN SALMON (not to be confused with Atlantic Salmon)
Standard names

species meaning populations can
replenish themselves quickly. They’re
wild-caught using the purse-seine
method and often caught as by-catch
of fisheries targeting Snapper and
Trevally.

Australian Salmon
Bay Trout
Cocky Salmon
Colonial Salmon

How to prepare them

Salmon Trout
Kahawai (NZ)
Australian Salmon are nothing like the
Atlantic Salmon we’re used to, which
are predominately raised in open sea
cages in Tasmania. Instead of orange
flesh, you’ll find firm, ‘meaty’, moist
white flesh with a clean flavour that
takes well to robust aromatics like
rosemary, bay and thyme. A fairly oily
fish yet still lean, it has a high Omega-3
content making it a very healthy option.

Why we love them
Not only are Australian Salmon
cheap as chips, they’re a fast growing

Best bought as a whole fish, ask your
fishmonger to scale and clean it. Our
favourite method of cooking it is by
roasting or baking as its oily flesh
stays nice and moist and makes for a
hearty meal.

Sardines*

LUDERICK

Standard names

Standard names

Australian Sardine

Luderick

Sardines have soft oily flesh and are
one of the richest sources of omega-3
fatty acids and are great for heart
health. They need only very short
cooking times. They’re particularly
suited to barbequing, grilling or panfrying. They carry strong-flavoured
herbs and spices very well.

Blackfish

Why we love them

The methods used to catch Luderick
have only a low impact on the marine
environment and the species is not
considered to be overfished.

Apart from being super tasty and super
cheap, Australian Sardines are a species
able to replenish quickly. They’re caught
by purse seine, a fishing technique that
is highly selective and so has little to no
impact on marine habitat.

How to prepare them
Sardines can be eaten whole, bones
and all (especially when cooked crispy),
but you can fillet and butterfly them.
Watch this short video to see how.
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Luderick have a moist, soft white
flesh and delicious flavour. They’re
predominantly a herbivorous species
and are caught along the east coast of
Australia.

Why we love them

How to prepare them
Luderick are extremely versatile: they
can be grilled, fried, baked, steamed
or BBQ’d as either whole fish or fillets
and even hold their shape well in wet
dishes such as curries and soups.

* Australian and fresh, not tinned if you
can help it

Recipe to try
Want to try Australian Salmon?

Whole roasted
Australian Salmon
with Bay Leaf &
Rosemary

Recipes to try

Recipe to try

Sarah Wilson’s scrumptious

Tantalise your tastebuds
with this aromatic

Witlof sardine Boats
or Tom Kime’s

Sardines with oregano,
garlic and chilli

Ceviche
by food photographer
Matt Burke

Back to index

Back to index
Main

Whole roasted Australian Salmon

Whole roasted Australian Salmon with Bay Leaf & Rosemary

We recommend

Also worth a try

Avoid

Australian Salmon

Luderick

Farmed Atlantic Salmon

57

with Bay Leaf & Rosemary
Ingredients
1 large Australian Salmon,
cleaned
olive oil
salt
4 bay leaves
a few sprigs rosemary
1 lemon, sliced

Method

GF

1 Preheat oven to 200C. Make sure the fish is descaled and clean. Salt both sides of the fish and
the inside. Insert the bay leaves and rosemary into
the cavity.
2 Grab a baking tray, drizzle with a little olive oil
and place a few of the slices of lemon in a row in
the middle of the tray. Place the fish on top. Place
the remaining slices of lemon on top of the fish,
drizzle with more olive oil and pop in the oven until
crispy and golden on top, about 30 - 40 minutes
depending on the size of your fish.
3 Serve with salad and steamed greens.

60
recipe
fab wa s +
reduc ste
tio
Tips n

the clever cook
Age-old wisdom for reducing waste,
saving money & eating well

leftover Mushroom and
Roasted Garlic Risotto (see
page X for recipe) or any
leftover risotto, cold
plain flour
free range egg, beaten
salt and pepper to taste
stale bread or store-bought
breadcrumbs
olive oil
½ cup natural yoghurt
1 clove garlic, crushed
½ lemon, juiced

Risotto Arancini balls
with Garlic and Lemon
Yoghurt
� Uses leftover Mushroom and Roasted Garlic Risotto on page X

and leftover stale bread

Arancini balls are quite simply the best way to use up leftover risotto.
Breadcrumbs are quite simply the best way to use up leftover stale
bread. Together, these create quite simply one of the best and most clever
mouthfuls of food you can find!
To make breadcrumbs, simply whiz up any stale bread you have
in a food processor until fine.
To make the arancini balls, take about 1 tablespoon of cold
risotto in your hands and form balls. Roll the balls in plain flour
until well coated. Season the beaten egg with salt and pepper
and dip the balls in the beaten egg. Now roll the balls in the
breadcrumbs until well coated.
Heat oil in a frypan and add the risotto balls. Cook on both
sides until golden brown and crispy. When ready, remove balls
from the heat and let them sit on a plate for a few minutes to
drain any excess oil. You can also bake the balls in the oven if
you prefer. Simply place them on a roasting tray, drizzle with
olive oil and pop in a hot oven, turning occasionally, until
golden brown.
Meanwhile, mix the yoghurt, garlic and lemon juice until
well combined and place in a dipping bowl. Serve the cooked
arancini balls with the garlic yoghurt and a side salad.
H What to do with the vegie scraps

Garlic skins: keep in the freezer for the stock on page X or
compost
Lemon peel: store in the freezer and use to flavour water or
drinks or to make the Lemon Spoon Dessert on page X, make
a hot lemon tea by pouring boiling water over the peel and
infusing for 5 minutes, or compost.
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Solution 1.

The Solutions

SET UP A COMPOST BIN AT HOME
See our Composting section for everything you need to know.

Solution 2.

GET CREATIVE WITH LEFTOVERS
Explore our Sample Week Menu Plan to see how our Recipe Collection can be

9 WAYS TO REDUCE WASTE

used to make the most of leftovers.

Solution 3.

CHANGE THE WAY YOU SHOP
Check out our Where to Shop guide and Shopping Guides that includes our
bulk store directory and seasonal produce guides.

While there’s no doubt that systemic change is needed, we
play a vital role in driving positive change. The good news is
that we can do it easily in our everyday lives through simple
tips and tricks that, as a bonus, make life run smoother
overall.

Solution 4.

Check out our Yes! You Can Eat It! section for ideas.

Solution 5.
HERE ARE 9 WAYS TO GET YOU WELL ON YOUR WAY
TO REMOVING WASTE FROM YOUR LIFE AND IN
TURN, THE WORLD.

$$$

CO2

Avoiding food waste can save For every tonne of food waste If households reduced their
the average household over
not sent to landfill, almost
household waste by 66%,
$1,000 a year – that’s over one tonne of CO2 emissions
the greenhouse gas savings
a month of food shopping or
is saved.
would be equivalent to taking
six-months of electricity bills
117,000 cars permanently
or an awesome holiday!
off of the road in NSW alone.

LEARN TO USE PARTS OF FRUIT AND VEG THAT YOU’D NORMALLY
THROW AWAY

REDUCE THE AMOUNT OF FOOD YOU BUY IN PACKAGING AND SAY
NO TO PLASTIC BAGS
Take your own containers to fill up at bulk food stores. If you do end up with
a few plastic bags despite your best efforts, you can find plastic bag recycling
points at most major supermarkets.

Solution 6.

DON’T GET SUCKED INTO TWO-FOR-ONE DEALS WHEN YOU REALLY
ONLY NEED ONE

Solution 7.

CARRY A KEEP-CUP AND SAY NO TO PLASTIC CUTLERY AND
STRAWS

Solution 8.

GROW SOME OF YOUR OWN HERBS AND VEGIES

Solution 9.

REMEMBER: REFUSE, REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE... IN THAT ORDER!

Key activities

Local Development Partners
South East Food
Hub Strategy and
Communications
Sustainable Table worked closesly with the South
East Food Hub during 2015 to support them
to develop a marketing strategy and a suite of
associated communication materials, including:
•

New Website

•

New eDM Newsletter Templates

•

Promotional Postcards

•

Promotional Photography

•

Weekly newsletter content

About the South East
Food Hub
The South East Food Hub provides fresh local
food to people in Greater Melbourne and the
south-east region of Victoria, at a fair price to
the farmer and to the eater.
It was founded as a social venture whereby
food access will be prioritised and at times
subsidised for people living in identified ‘food
deserts’ (neighbourhoods lacking convenient
access to fresh food options) or low socioeconomic areas.
www.southeastfoodhub.org

Key activities

International Development Partners
Giving Gardens Project
Phase 2
The Giving Gardens project increases the food
security of communities in rural Kampot in
southern Cambodia, where 50-75% of families
are poor, by providing the lost skills and tools
needed to grow their own nutritious food
using sustainable growing methods. Giving
Gardens reduces the communities’ reliance
on imported food from Vietnam and Thailand
and increases their food security. The project
helps communities become self-sufficient, saves
money and provides community members with a
healthier and more diverse diet.
Organic Dairy Farmers Australia supported the
second phase of this project during the 2014
Financial Year, however, progress continues to be
made.

20

families trained in organic
gardening

700kg

of synthetic fertiliser avoided

4

new gardens established

Appendices

give a fork! 2014 : summary report
The 2014 program overview
Give a Fork! is an annual campaign, held in October each year, aimed at bringing about positive
change through the food we eat. Participants are asked to host a themed meal for their friends,
family or colleagues and raise funds to support Sustainable Table in building a fair food future.
Participants are provided with a free ebook detailing how to host and providing valuable behaviour
change information. Restaurants also participate by developing a themed special for the month of
October. The theme changes every year. Last year, the focus was on sustainable seafood. The 2014
focus was food and packaging waste.
Waste is one of the biggest environmental challenges we face today – a major contributor of
environmental pollution, social inequality and wildlife and marine life deaths. The 2014 campaign
aimed to highlight these issues to the public and empower people to have a positive impact by
reducing waste in their lives.

consumer program: Host a waste free meal & Raise funds
2014 participants were asked to host a waste free meal - anything from a casual morning tea to a
gourmet dinner. Participants were able to choose the format of their ‘event’ and select any day
within the month of October to host it. All participants, hosts and guests included, received a free
ebook (Lose Waste).
Hosts were asked to sell tickets to their event using our online system:
Feedback from the 2013 pilot campaign indicated that hosts felt a degree of discomfort over asking
guests for a donation on the day of their event. To address this issue, we implemented an online
ticketing system as an alternative means of collecting funds:
•

Hosts registered their event on the Give a Fork! website and set the price for their tickets.

•

Hosts then selected how much of the ticket price was to go to Sustainable Table (a tax
deductible donation) and how much, if any, they would keep to cover their costs*. Hosts
were able to select 100% of the ticket price to go to Sustainable Table if they did not wish to
recoup their costs.

•

Hosts received a unique URL to their ‘virtual ticket booth’, then promoted their event to
their guests. Guests purchased their ticket online via their host’s unique URL.

*Feedback from the 2013 pilot also showed that many hosts would have preferred to be able to
recoup the costs of putting on an event.

restaurant program: develop & sell a waste free special
Restaurants were invited to develop a creative waste free dish to sell on their specials board for the
month of October, donating a portion of sales to Sustainable Table. Restaurants could also get on
board in other ways such as holding a special Give a Fork! event; pledging $1 for every coffee sold in
a reusable cup; removing plastic straws for the month of October; etc.

outcomes
Media:
Significant increase in media coverage on previous year.
Online media:
The Age Epicure Good Food online
Australian Gourmet Traveller
The Urban List
Peppermint Magazine
Mindfood
Nine MSN Food
The Courier Mail
Melbourne Times The Weekly
Review
The Leader Newspaper
Better Homes and Gardens
Sarah Wilson blog
Eat My Words
Kelly Wong blog

1 Million Women
Second Helping
Food, Booze & Shoes
The Ideas Nest
Green Lifestyle Magazine
Lisa Heinz
Lime & Tonic Sydney
Pope Joan
The Weekend Edition
Trading Pursuits
VegeTARAian
The Sassy Cook
Alexx Stuart
Conversations with my Sister

Print media secured, includes: The Age Epicure Good Food magazine – cover/double page
feature article, The Glen Eira Leader, The Melbourne Leader.

Restaurant participation:
Almost double the restaurant participation on previous year.
Melbourne:
Union Dining
Botanical
Kinfolk
The Good Table

Cecconi’s
Vegie Bar
Bimbo
Overdosa

Movida Aqui
Pope Joan
Lucky Coq
Pastuso

Barry
Kiltynane Wines
Lamaro’s
Clay Food Store

Sydney:
The Commons

Vini

Sagra

Red Lantern

Website and Social Media engagement:
•
•
•
•

A Give a Fork! micro site was developed for the 2014 campaign, receiving over 9,000 views
during the campaign period.
Facebook fans increased by 550 people over the campaign month (previous monthly
increase 200).
Twitter followers increased by 140 people over the campaign month (previous monthly
increase 116).
Instagram followers increased by 990 people over the campaign month (previous average
monthly increase of 100).

Social Media Snapshots:

New resources:

Lose Waste Ebook: The free ebook was provided to all
participants, hosts and their guests, and included • Step-by-step guide to hosting a waste free meal at
home.
Information on the impact waste is having on our
environment, health and communities.
•

Simple ways we can all cut out the garbage in our
lives and make a positive difference.
•

• What to do with food scraps – hello carrot tops, egg
shells and meat bones!
•

Recipe ideas that ensure you make the most of the produce you buy.

•

Shopping guides and directories to help you shop waste free.

‘How to Store’ Cards: A series of 7 cards providing tips on how to properly store fresh food
to avoid wastage. These cards were extremely popular.

Special events:
Kinfolk Cafe Degustation
Kiltynane Winery Lunch
Overdosa Give a Fork! Pop-up Lunch

Ambassadors:
The 2014 campaign saw the support of three high profile ambassadors, including:
Sarah Wilson, best-selling author, journalist and blogger;
“Sustainable Table are geared at the consumer and making it easier for them to make a difference.
It’s consumers who are the biggest wasters of food. We need to be sharing clever tricks, recipes “over
the back fence” inspirations to be truly making a difference. Sustainable Table totally gets this.”

Tim Silverwood, award-winning plastic pollution spokesperson and founder of Take 3 Organisation
“I love the Give a Fork! campaign because it gives everyday people the opportunity to learn about
key environmental issues with their friends and peers in a fun, relaxed and tasty setting. With so
many environmental issues on the public agenda it’s easy for people to get overwhelmed or to miss
key information. I’m excited that this year, Sustainable Table are bringing the issue of waste to
dining tables around Australia. It’s an issue I’ve been working on for a long time and one that needs
our urgent attention.”

and;
Costa Georgiadis, presenter of ABC’s Gardening Australia.

Host Numbers and Funds Raised:
Number of dinner parties signed up
Estimated number of attendees
Actual number hosted
Still to host
Retention
Dropout rate

106
1000
25
15
38%
62%

Amount Raised Hosts
Amount Raised Restaurants

$4,473
$3,400

Total Raised

$7,873

Outcomes and Learnings
Hosts
•

Responding to host request of an online ticketing process worked against us. Hosts set a
ticket price much lower than the average donation last year. In order for this to work we
would need a much higher take-up.

•

Higher dropout rate this year. We are guessing it was because the materials were delivered
online rather than a pack being sent – no incentive/reminder to actually host.

Restaurants
•

It was easier to sign restaurants up to the theme of waste

•

Restaurants participated for a month, but raised less in the month than they did in a week
last year. Hard to know if the restaurants have a natural cap on funds they were willing to
raise or if the specials really didn’t sell that well. A focus group will answer some of these
questions.

•

Explore a model whereby restaurants become the focus of the campaign and we seek to get
100+ on board. We were able to attract 20 restaurants in a short timeframe, so if we started
earlier we may be successful in getting more on board.

•

The good thing about restaurants is that once they commit to participating they will raise
some money, unlike dinner party hosts who have no obligation to go through with it.

Next Steps
•

Run some focus groups with hosts to determine how the campaign could be improved or if it
is worth doing again

•

Run a focus group with restaurants to understand how we can add more value to the
restaurant and also gain more of a presence at the restaurant for the month of October

•

Look at the funding model and how to grow the campaign, if at all (based on focus group
outcomes and funding opportunities).

•

Keep the same theme so we can build on the body of work already done

•

Look for funding partners early in the year or a new funding model

•

Develop media strategy to reach long-lead media

•

Update the Lose Waste eBook so that we can sell it as a stand-alone

The End

